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October 2018 Segment Type
Issue Description/Topic Segment Type Date Time Duration Summary of Segment ------

health care; economics;
employment and
unemployment; insurance;
consumerism

Longform
Program 10/7/18 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal:Medical bills have long been
labeled the number one cause of bankruptcy in
the US. A recent study has examined how
medical
crises produce personal financial disaster.
Researchers say for the uninsured, medical bills
are, indeed, a heavy burden. But for both
insured
and uninsured, illness or injury can cause
disruption of employment that may linger for
years, and from which family finances may never
recover. Experts discuss causes and possible
solutions to the problem.

News

consumerism; nutrition

Longform
Program

10/7/18 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal:Researchers have
discovered a variety of components in foods that
are essential to health but are low in quantity in
most diets. One
of these is a set of compounds called
polyamines. Researchers explain what they are,
how they work, and how people can replace
those that
are needed in the diet.

Interview

elder issues; retirement;
aging; self-help

Longform
Program

10/7/18 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: : The Joy of Retirement: How people
can look forward to retiring and make it the best
time of their lives 8:52
Synopsis: Retirement can be bittersweet. On one
hand, it’s something you build toward your
whole life, but it can also be intimidated to lose
your purpose in the workplace. We talk to Helen
Wilkes about how she found a new passion in her
retirement, and how she’s helping others
make their retirements more fulfilling

Public Info

ethics; prisons; criminal
justice; American issues;
crime

Longform
Program

10/7/18 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints:There are millions incarcerated in
American prisons, even many juveniles who
were sentences to long terms alongside adults.
We
talk to guests about how and why this happens,
whether it should continue, and what life is like
for young people behind bars. Longform Program



KQWB-FM

health care; women’s
issues; aging, elderly and
senior citizens

Longform
Program

10/14/18 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: About two-thirds of people
with dementia in the United States are women,
and researchers are discovering it’s not just
because
they live longer. Reproductive history also plays
a role. Scientists are focusing on the role of
estrogen as a potential protective factor against
Alzheimer’s disease. Several who are involved in
this research explain.

mental health; American
society and culture

Longform
Program

10/14/18 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: What we now call
“homesickness” used to be a medical diagnosis
called “nostalgia,” and it was considered life-
threatening. Today
many people consider homesickness to be a
childish emotion, but an expert says it’s nothing
to be ashamed of. We all suffer from it
sometime and need to know how to cope.

education; history;
science; public issues;
speech

Longform
Program

10/14/18 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: If you’ve had to speak in public, you
know the nerves that come with public speaking.
So you probably also know the pain of
umming, uhhing, or misspeaking. We explore
where these vocal blunders come from and what
they might mean



KQWB-FM

poverty; America;
domestic issues; family;
history; policy-making

Longform
Program

10/14/18 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints:  Sarah Smarsh is a journalist and
author who grew up poor on a farm in Kansas.
She discusses life in rural America, how our
culture treats people living in poverty, and the
causes she attributes to America’s wage gap

health care; public health;
discrimination; obesity;
education

Longform
Program

10/21/18 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: Studies show that medical
professionals are as biased as the rest of us
against people who are overweight, resulting in
lectures,
misdiagnoses, and patients who start avoiding
the doctor. Experts explain the problem, results,
and what might be done about it.

health care; consumerism

Longform
Program

10/21/18 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: Surveys show that hospital
gowns are one of the things that most makes a
hospital stay unpleasant. Finally hospitals may
be
moving to get rid of the old style gowns toward a
less revealing, more dignified design that is still
functional for healthcare workers. Experts
discuss.

business; culture;
technology; media; art

Longform
Program

10/21/18 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: Video games are often considered
child’s play, or at least something below “real”
art. Author Andrew Ervin argues that’s not true,
and that video games are now big-business for
TV networks and advertisers, as well as a source
of true artfulness



KQWB-FM

sociology; history;
communications

Longform
Program

10/21/18 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: Lists are a part of our everyday.
Often, they are a forgotten part of our everyday.
But Shaun Usher read through countless lists to
compile a stunning collection of lists throughout
time that shed light on the times, our collective
history, and the list makers themselves.

health care; public health;
infectious disease; youth
at risk; senior citizens

Longform
Program

10/28/18 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal:  About 40 percent of
eligible people have been vaccinated against the
flu in recent years, but many more might do so
were it not for
persistent myths about the disease and its
vaccine. For example, a new survey shows that
more than half of parents believe the flu shot
can
cause the flu. Experts explain why those myths
aren’t true and set the record straight.

health care; consumerism

Longform
Program

10/28/18 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: Sleep disorders can be
difficult to diagnose and treat. A science
journalist discusses his efforts to overcome
narcolepsy, which
produces extreme daytime sleepiness, and
cataplexy, which produces instant sleep-like
paralysis, as well as the science behind sleep
disorders.

history; science; holiday;
animals; nature

Longform
Program

10/28/18 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints:  Spiders and bats are two of the
most indelible symbols of Halloween fear across
the country. We talk to experts to get the truth
behind these traditionally scary creatures, and
hear why neither of them are nearly as scary as
we’ve been made to believe.



KQWB-FM

psychology; traditions;
holidays; history

Longform
Program

10/28/18 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints:  : It’s the time of year when we dress
up in costumes, head to haunted houses, and
shell out candy to trick-or-treaters. But why do
we
do those things? We take a look at the traditions
of Halloween and what makes being scared so
fun.

Longform
Program

5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal:

Longform
Program

5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal:

Longform
Program 5:30 AM 15 mins Viewpoints:
Longform
Program 5:45 AM 15 mins Viewpoints:
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November 2018 Segment Type
Issue Description/Topic Segment Type Date Time Duration Summary of Segment ------

youth at risk; parenting
issues; adoption; human
development

Longform
Program 11/4/18 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: People who are adopted
have more psychological problems than others,
yet they also tend to have other psychological
strengths.
Experts, both themselves also adoptees, discuss
the roots and outcomes of these issues as
adopted children grow up. News

science and culture;
human development

Longform
Program

11/4/18 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal:Tickling is a unique
application of the sense of touch that
surprisingly has developmental and cultural
importance. Experts discuss
the science and sociology of tickling.

Interview

science; psychology,
health

Longform
Program

11/4/18 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: There are all sorts of myths about
how we can avoid dementia or how to best
brainstorm a new idea. We talk to a psychologist
and
author to get the inside scoop on how our minds
really work, and why we just can’t resist the urge
to watch cute animal videos online.

Public Info

body image; obesity;
health; social issues

Longform
Program

11/4/18 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints:Body image, food addiction, societal
pressure and obesity can be tricky problems to
talk about. Author Kristan Higgins tries to do
just that in her novel Good Luck With That. She
talks about her experiences, her research, and
how we can approach discussing these
pressing, but difficult, issues. Longform Program



KQWB - FM 

veterans issues; disability;
mental health; drug abuse
and enforcement

Longform
Program

 11/11 /20185:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: People suffering from post-
traumatic stress disorder often can’t face their
trauma, which is necessary for psychotherapy to
work. It
is a big reason PTSD is so difficult to treat.
Scientists are leading clinical trials into the use
of the banned drug MDMA in connection with
therapy to help break this hurdle, and the results
so far have been outstanding in curing PTSD.

health care; public health

Longform
Program

 11/11 /20185:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal:Thanks in part to its Biblical
past, the disfiguring disease leprosy carries more
stigma than most diseases. We hear little about
it
today, but it still exists, and because it’s now
treatable, often the stigma is worse than the
disease. An expert discusses.

terrorism; history; public
safety

Longform
Program

 11/11 /20185:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints:  Over 95 years ago, New York City
was the target of a terrorist attack that has yet
to be solved. No suspects have ever been named
in the attack that killed or injured over 400 Wall
Street bystanders. In contrast to the attacks of
September 11th, which occu



KQWB - FM 

culture; history; music;
family issues; parenting

Longform
Program

 11/11 /20185:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: One Woman’s Life in Beatlemania,
From Youthful Innocence to Personal Tragedy
and Beyond 9:59
Synopsis: Ann Hood was a Beatles fan all her life.
Then, tragedy struck and she found herself
unable to listen to the band at all. She tells the
true story of how she re-gained her love for the
iconic group, and how she channeled her story
into a work of fiction pleasing multiple
generations of readers.youth at risk; child abuse

and neglect; child welfare
system; police and justice
system; child safety and
public safety; family issues

Longform
Program

11/18/18 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: Just about anyone can
report a parent to a child abuse hotline. It’s
meant to protect children, but all too often,
parents are reported
when no abuse or neglect exists in order to
retaliate for a divorce or some other grievance.
And though the world is actually safer for
children
than it used to be, some parents are reported for
merely letting children play outside or walk to
school without an adult in attendance, what
was once thought of as normal. Some activists
say this robs children of independence. An
expert and a woman who went through an
unjustified child abuse investigation discuss.

disabilities; mental health
issues; pets and people;
housing issues

Longform
Program

11/18/18 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal:  A woman who suffered
abuse as a child describes the mental health
benefits of owning a dog, and an expert on the
Americans with
Disabilities Act discusses requirements for
emotional support animals.

history; culture; business

Longform
Program

11/18/18 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: For decades, choosing what beer to
drink was really just a decision between a few
big players. Now, there are thousands of
breweries across the country. We talk to two
experts about how and why craft beer came to
the forefront and how they recommend novices
jump into the world of beer.



KQWB - FM 

education; parenting;
family issues

Longform
Program

11/18/18 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints:  From the moment a child is born,
parents are working to get them off on the best
possible foot in everything from sports to
academics. We look into how families can best
evaluate good pre-kindergarten programs for
children, and how those programs can set kids
up for success.

youth at risk; education;
mental health

Longform
Program

11/25/18 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal:  Schools would be a good
place for programs to screen for mental health
issues in students, and to educate about mental
health to
lessen the pervasive stigma. Some states are
making programs mandatory, but elsewhere
schools and personnel may resist, seeing mental
health as outside the normal role of teachers.
Experts discuss how inventive programs are
overcoming obstacles.

employment and
workplace issues

Longform
Program

11/25/18 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal:  Companies instituting
open offices without walls often claim they
improve collaboration and interaction. Studies
now show that
the opposite is true—that workers put on
headphones and interact via email rather than in
person in order to shut out distractions and
stress.
Experts discuss.

family issues; school
issues; bullying; individual
issues; social media

Longform
Program

11/25/18 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: Bullying is nothing new, but that
doesn’t make it any easier to deal with. Plus, in
the social media era, the techniques are getting
more public and crueler. We look at bullying, the
shame it can cause, and how it can stick with us
for life.



KQWB - FM 

world issues; self-help;
philosophy

Longform
Program

11/25/18 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints:  It can easy to get the blues,
especially with all of the division and turmoil in
the world. But author Kate Davies has a different
way
of look at the world: one that can make us more
hopeful, positive, and willing to pitch in and help.
She calls it intrinsic hope, and it may be
just what we all need this holiday season.

News

Radio Health Journal:

News

Radio Health Journal:

Viewpoints:
Viewpoints:



KQWB- FM

December 2018 Segment Type
Issue Description/Topic Segment Type Date Time Duration Summary of Segment ------

consumerism; health care;
air pollution and
environment

Longform
Program 12/2/18 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal:Many people who have
chronic recurrent sinusitis may have an allergic
reaction to fungi rather than a bacterial
infection.
Treatments for the two are completely different,
and in some cases, fungal sinusitis can be life
threatening. Two experts and a patient explain. News

employment
discrimination;
employment and
workplace issues

Longform
Program

12/2/18 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal:Most people think of
science as fact-based and not as subject to bias
as the rest of the world. However, studies show
that gender
bias is rampant in science, and that women are
not taken as seriously as men, even with
identical qualifications. Experts discuss the
problem
and possible solutions.

Interview

education; mathematics;
calculus

Longform
Program

12/2/18 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints:  It’s no secret: American students
are way down the international list when it
comes to math scores. Why is this? Is there
something
we could be doing to make learning math a
simpler task? Our guests say yes, and have
suggestions for kids- and adults- struggling to
master
mathematics.

Public Info

sleep; mental health;
health; science

Longform
Program

12/2/18 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints:We all sleep, it’s human evolution.
But the amount of sleep we get and the quality
of that sleep can vary greatly. We talk to
Matthew Walker, a professor at California-
Berkeley, who says sleep in the single biggest
thing we can do to help our physical and mental
health both in the short-term and long-term. Longform Program



KQWB- FM

health care; technology;
science and engineering;
economics; business and
industry

Longform
Program

12/9/18 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: With monitors surveying
every part of patients’ bodies, hospital intensive
care units appear to be a model of high tech. But
systems engineers say ICU’s are actually models
of inefficiency because few of those high tech
devices talk to each other. Experts discuss
how ICU’s could be improved to save lives.

public health; food safety

Longform
Program

12/9/18 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal:During the holidays, party
foods are a prime source of food-borne illness.
Two food scientists discuss common ways foods
become
contaminated, some of the myths of food
contamination, and ways to keep foods safe
when you have guests to protect.

history; journalism;
democracy; government;
business; economics

Longform
Program

12/9/18 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: Investigative journalism is a
necessity in a democracy. Independent
journalists putting in long hours to serve as
watch-dogs for our
government can have long-lasting ramifications,
just look at the impact Woodward and Bernstein
made with their Watergate investigations.
We talk to one expert about the current state of
investigative journalism in America and what can
be done to ensure the watchdogs stay in
business.



KQWB- FM

literature; history; gift
ideas

Longform
Program

12/9/18 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints:  It’s getting cold outside, which
means it’s time to cuddle up with some good
books to pass the time. Or maybe you’re just on
the
prowl for some holiday gifts for the reader in
your life. Either way, we have some options for
what to read this winter.

health care; consumerism;
consumer protection;
online fraud; federal
government and
regulation; medical ethics

Longform
Program

12/16/18 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: Medical campaigns account
for a third of monies raised on crowdfunding
sites like GoFundMe, and many people who’ve
fallen
through the holes of the safety net have been
helped this way. But new studies show that fraud
is rampant in crowdfunding, with fake patients
and medical providers who all too eager to take
money for worthless treatment. Experts discuss
these issues and the need for regulation.

public health; food safety;
environment;
consumerism

Longform
Program

12/16/18 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: During the holidays,
leftovers from gatherings and parties may
threaten to take over the refrigerator. An expert
discusses
consumer-friendly how-to’s, including how to
read labels, that can lengthen food life and help
avoid food waste.

science; technology; space
exploration; education

Longform
Program

12/16/18 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: We know about the planets within
the Milky way galaxy, but what about planets
outside of our neighborhood? We talk to Dr.
Donald Goldsmith about “exoplanets” and where
science stands on the issue of life thriving
somewhere else in the universe.



KQWB- FM

holidays; cooking; food

Longform
Program

12/16/18 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: Cooking for holiday parties can be a
major source of stress. We have big groups at
our house for hours at a time, and you want to
impress them with your culinary skills. But some
of us don’t really have many culinary skills. We
talk to Julia Turshen for some insight into
how to impress with our holiday cooking this
season

health care; family issues;
pop culture

Longform
Program

12/23/18 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: It's a rare thing for people
to lose their memory of past events. An expert
discusses why doctors believe it may occur, and
a woman
to whom it happened recounts her experience.

health care; disabilities;
youth at risk; parenting
issues; discrimination

Longform
Program

12/23/18 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: Many people with dwarfism
also face skeletal abnormalities which can lead
to disability. Experts, and little people
themselves,
discuss major causes of dwarfism, the hurdles
they create, the struggle for respect, and the
prospect of treatments that could one day make
little people much more rare.

friendship; mortality;
illness; literature;
academics

Longform
Program

12/23/18 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: Sarah Ruhl is a MacArthur Fellowship
recipient and a famed playwright. As a professor,
she met Max Ritvo, who went on to
become a published poet. She recounts the story
of their friendship and how they used letters to
make a connection and comfort one another
while Ritvo faced the end of his life.



KQWB- FM

war; history; America;
holiday

Longform
Program

12/23/18 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints:  Christmas 1941 came just weeks
after the devastating attack on Pearl Harbor
dragged America into World War II. We talk to
historian Stanley Weintraub about how America
was getting ready for war while trying to
celebrate the holiday season.

Longform
Program

Radio Health Journal:

Longform
Program

Radio Health Journal:

Viewpoints:
Viewpoints:


